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Abstract
The treatment of samples for microplastic (MP) analysis requires purification steps that sufficiently reduce the nonMP content while preserving the targeted particles integrity. Besides their macromolecular structure this also
encompasses their in situ numbers and sizes. However, any step of sample manipulation will come at a cost:
particle loss, fragmentation, coagulation or degradation may lead to distorted results, predominantly in the smaller
fraction of the MP size range. Therefore, the evaluation of MP resistivity against applied methods such as chemical
digestions is a vital criterion for obtaining meaningful results on MP content of a sample. We developed a
framework to test the applicability of MP purification methods and apply it to four protocols commonly used to
prepare environmental samples for MP particle identification. The approach was designed for MP particles being
too small to be handled manually (i.e. 10–70 μm). The evaluation consists of a two-tiered assay: a simple particle
suspension approach is used to confirm a post-treatment qualitative recognisability of the target polymers by the
analysis method of choice (here Raman and FTIR). In a following quantitative part, immobilised particles are used to
evaluate the preservation of particle numbers and areas after the treatment on an individual particle level. A Python
image analysis package was written that identifies, matches and measures particles on pairs of pre- and posttreatment images, and is available as open source software. Our results show that the chemical digestions using
hydrogen peroxide, cooled Fenton’s and a combined alkaline / oxidative treatment using potassium hydroxide and
sodium hypochlorite are suitable methods for preparing MP samples for a microspectroscopic analyses. Also acidic
sodium polytungstate solution used for MP density separations and a pentane based protocol for lipid removal
were found applicable for small sized MP. Certain degradative effects were found when acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene is exposed to acidic treatments, as well as for MP from acrylate and epoxy based paint resins in strong
oxidative regimes. Several paint resins tested here were spectroscopically not identifiable by polymer attributed
bands even before treatment, indicating that these materials might slip through analyses of environmental samples
and consequently being underreported. We conclude that evaluating chemical treatment procedures on MP <
100 μm is feasible, despite limitations of the current methodology which we discuss. Our results provide more
certainty on the tested methods for MP studies specifically targeting small sizes and should be extended for more
protocols used in MP laboratory practises.
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Introduction
Microplastic (MP) purification techniques were developed by a number of studies in order to facilitate measurements of abundance of this inhomogeneous group
of environmental contaminants [1–12] and reviews of
recent developments are available [13–18]. Within MP,
practically any synthetic polymeric material can be of
interest, among others classical thermoplastics, varieties
of elastomers as well as paint resins. The challenge has
been to extract all relevant particles from the large diversity of sample matrices.
Depending on the system studied these matrices typically consist to large degrees of inorganic fractions like
minerals from sediments and soils [19], and organic content such as detritus, tissue or microbial films, particularly confounding spectroscopic analysis [20]. The
contained MP loads often range in the ppm to ppt (w/w,
[21]). Physical density and chemical inertness to certain
degradative agents are the two most harnessed properties of MP to facilitate a separation from the respective
sample matrix. However, both of these principles involve
deficiencies contributing to uncertainties in the resulting
numbers or masses of MP obtained through the subsequent analysis of the treated samples.
For density separation, hydrodynamic problems occur
that can hinder the intended particle advection. These
include flocculation or coagulation of targeted and nontargeted particles altering the apparent density [22] as
well as forces such as turbulence and adhesion [23]
counteracting the — with decreasing particle size diminishing — impact of buoyancy. Also mechanical action involved in any extraction technique can contribute to
errors for instance if samples are incompletely transferred between vessels or particles are altered through
activities such as shaking, grinding, stirring or ultrasonication [24]. In chemical digestion processes loss of
relevant particles can occur through unwanted chemical
interactions of certain MP species with the applied
digestant such as oxidation, hydrolytic polymer chain
cleavage, or bleaching.
Purification steps aiming at the removal of nontargeted material through dissolution involve chemicals
that exhibit degradative effects on these materials while
— in the optimal case — leaving the present MP unimpacted. Based on the high chemical diversity of both, the
material group of plastics and the unwanted constituents, the selection of suitable protocols for purification
are a critical and difficult task. This includes the rigorous
testing of the MP particles resistivity to a method in
question. A broad range of plastic polymer types needs
to be examined, as their large chemical diversity provides a variety of possibilities for chemical degradation.
The size range of particles being tested needs to match
the lower sizes of MP targeted by the planned
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environmental studies aiming to apply the respective
protocol. Existing method development and validation
studies often tested against larger MP or macroplastic
items [1, 25, 26], which allows relatively simple experimental designs. The resistance of larger plastic objects
(e.g. millimetre sized pellets) against a digestive reagent
is, however, no sufficient cause to assume that this
would be equally the case for MP orders of magnitude
smaller. Hence, MP particles in the lower μm size are of
paramount importance in method validation tests, which
was also emphasised by another recent study [12]. There
are reasons to attest them a higher vulnerability to
chemical degradation than larger particles, due to their
increased surface to volume ratio, resulting in a higher
number of exposed polymer backbones, functional
groups and chain ends. Furthermore, the polymer matrices of MP particles in the lower micrometre scale are
not necessarily homogenous, even when coming from
the same origin. In the environment, weathering may
reach individual particles differently and therefore produce varieties of particles differing in mean molecular
weight and prevalent functional groups as well as end
groups. The shares of crystalline and amorphous domains (i.e. regions of different chain folding and conformation) are related to vulnerability to degradation
[27] and the typical domain size depends on the molecular weight of the chain fragment [28]. In semi-crystalline
polymers the sizes, numbers and shapes of MP formed
in fragmentation of degrading macroplastics depend on
their crystalline morphology [29]. Varying additive content also influences certain polymer properties like
mechanical strength or oxidative resistance [30].
Aim and scope

The scope of the present study is to evaluate the resistance of MP against chosen chemical agents on the example of treatment protocols previously recommended
for purification of MP samples (as summarised by
Enders et al. [31]). As stated above, there is already an
extensive knowledge base in the literature on a variety of
treatment methods, although rather heterogeneous.
There is a knowledge gap, however, for resistivity of particles in the lower μm sizes, including a lack of methods
for manipulations and measurements on an individual
particle basis and simultaneously in large numbers. The
endpoint of evaluation hereby should be the qualitative
and quantitative detectability of the treated MP by
microspectroscopic analyses and microscopic imaging.
Our contribution is to study the impact of protocols including oxidative, alkaline, acidic and organic solvent
based chemicals. They are tested on 19 polymer types
(including 5 synthetic paint resins) in the size range of
10 to 70 μm (Table 1). Our primary objective is to enable method testing for particles below 100 μm, which
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Table 1 Specifications of test MP particles, a rosin may not be regarded as a polymeric resin matrix, but was included as it is a
common ingredient in self-eroding antifouling coatings of ships, and may therefore be a relevant type of environmental paint flakes
Group
Commodity Plastics

Paint resins

Sample Name

Long Name

Origin (product name and manufacturer)

Colour

Density

ABS

acrylonitrile butadiene styrene

Terluran GP-22, Ineos Styrolution

white

1.04

EVA

ethylene vinyl acetate

Escorene Ultra FL 00328, Exxon Mobil

white

0.951

HDPE

high density polyethylene

HDPE HTA 108, Exxon Mobil

white

0.961

LDPE

low density polyethylene

LDPE LD 100.BW, Exxon Mobil

white

0.923

PA6

polyamide 6

Ultramid B40, BASF

white

1.14

PA6.6

polyamide 6.6

Ultramid A34 01, BASF

white

1.13

PA12

polyamide 12

Vestamid L1600, Evonik

white

1.01

PC

polycarbonate

Lexan 121R, Sabic

white

1.2

PET

polyethylene terephthalate

ES306030/1 powder, Goodfellow

white

1.3–1.4

PMMA

polymethyl methacrylate

Plexiglas 8N, Evonik

white

1.19

PP

polypropylene

Moplen HP400R, LyondellBasell

white

0.9

PS

polystyrene

Polystyrol 143 E, BASF

white

1.043

PVC

polyvinylchloride

EVIPOL SH6830, Globichem

white

~ 1.4

TPU

thermoplastic polyurethane

Elastollan C85A10, BASF

white

1.19

rosin

a

maritime antifouling rosin resin

Hempel’s Classic 76110, Hempel

red

n/a

general purpose primer acrylic resin

b1, J.W. Ostendorf

white

n/a

PU

anticorrosive polyurethane resin

Temadur SC 533, Tikkurila Oyj

black

n/a

epoxy

maritime anticorrosive epoxy resin

Hempadur 45148, Hempel

red

n/a

alkyd

maritime primer alkyd resin

Hempel’s Underwater Primer 26030, Hempel

grey

n/a

acrylate

cannot easily be handled or manipulated due to their
small size. A description of where the scope of this study
has its boundaries is detailed further in the SI (S1).
We evaluate polymer resistivity to each protocol based
on the following two questions:
 Qualitative: Are there diminishing effects on the

spectroscopic recognisability of the polymer?
 Quantitative: Are sizes or particle numbers

significantly altered?
Besides the reporting of the tested resistivities, this
study commits to the principles of the open science approach, wherefore underlying data and procedures, including all implementations of algorithms that were
developed in this study, are made publicly available.
Comparison of our concept to other approaches in
current literature

Several studies reported polymer resistivity based on
particle recoveries in spiked real matter matrices (e.g.
sediments [10], soil and sludge [32, 33], or biota [10,
11]). This allows combining the evaluation of the efficacy
of a digestion (matrix reduction) and the possible effect
on the MP particles. However, also interactions between
the matrix and MP particles may occur and can obfuscate the effects of the treatment itself on the polymers.

While this may be regarded as being more realistic with
respect to an actual environmental MP purification, it is
less comparable and generalisable. The influence of
matrix parameters (e.g. grain size, material composition)
and the interaction with the spiked MP particles (coagulation, grinding, etc.) during purification treatments are
not yet well understood [31]. When the focus is primarily on effects of the treatment on the polymer, the combination of digestion efficiency and polymer resistivity
tests is not compulsory to yield insight into effects individual treatments may have on certain polymer particles.
We chose to operate in a matrix-free environment, as to
gain primary insight into the genuine reagents-particlesinteractions, but acknowledge that these treatments
would only practically be used in the presence of a
matrix, that must be reduced, as this is the primary goal
of these treatments. Hence, our assessments can be valuable basis for future matrix-specific treatment validations, which are an important and logical next step.
Evaluation tests could be done without a matrix solely
by applying the treatment to a particle suspension. The
post-treatment state may then be measured by solid
state technique, e.g. microscopic imaging after an additional filtration step, or by liquid phase techniques such
as Beckman-Coulter-Counters, flow-cytometry, laser diffraction or dynamic image analysis. Each of these techniques will have their own advantages and limitations,
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but commonly, it can be said that the experimental
setup and conduction would be comparably simple, as
the techniques are well established, and large particle
amounts could be measured (for microscopic imaging
with the constraint of required filter area and measuring
time). It is however not possible to relate the posttreatment measurements directly to the pre-treatment
state of the same particle. When measuring effects on
median particle sizes or similar properties, this is of little
relevance when the particle number is large enough to
yield meaningful statistical aggregates. Particle counts
and their treatment-induced changes, are, however, not
readily inferred from suspended bulk measurements.
Furthermore, approaches working with mobile particles
are prone to errors owed to the manual handling of the
particles (e.g. filtration, rinsing), which are difficult to account for when working with small MP. Here lies the
prospect of the technique used in the present study,
where MP particles are immobilised on a plane surface,
and microscopic measurements of individual particles
can be linked between pre- and post-treatment
conditions.
General background on the experimental model design

To evaluate the applicability of MP treatment protocols,
we expose the test material of irregularly shaped MP
particles to the chemicals and physical conditions of the
respective protocol (Fig. 1). Before and after exposure
we take the measurements on those particles as detailed
below.
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In a typical MP particle-based analysis the particle material is first qualitatively determined (e.g. spectroscopically, to decide acceptance or rejection as MP) and,
second, for confirmed MP further properties are obtained optically (e.g. size, colour, shape). For our method
validation concept, we formalised those distinct categories of measurements as two separate experimental approaches that are each optimised for their respective
requirements.
Using qualitative measurements, i.e. Raman and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra, we need to determine whether a reagent has reacted with a polymer to a
degree that it would no longer be recognised as what it
is by means of its spectroscopic signal. To obtain this information it is not necessary to handle individual particles, which is difficult and time demanding in the
targeted size range. Instead, here it is sufficient to work
with bulk particle suspensions. An approximate amount
of test particles is added to the liquid reagent and removed after the treatment period is over. A complete recovery of particles is not necessary. Spectra can then be
acquired on any of the recovered particles. However,
qualitative measurements alone are insufficient to evaluate a protocol’s applicability. We need to assume that
fractions of particles could be destroyed by the treatment, while others persisted and could be measured.
Quantitative measurements allow us to make a statement on whether and to which degree particles have
been lost or deformed during the treatment. Due to the
chosen size range individual handling of particles (e.g. by

Fig. 1 Schematic visualisation of the method validation concept in a qualitative and a quantitative workflow
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tweezers) for transfer or counting, is no suitable approach here. At the same time, large numbers of particles should be processed to allow for a robust statistical
analysis of the measurements. The here presented approach is based on immobilising the MP particles on a
silicon wafer coated with a thin film of epoxy resin. This
method allows us to compare pre- and postmeasurements on an individual particle basis which enables a more granular analysis, e.g. with respect to differences across the particle size spectrum. A microscopic
image of a defined region of the wafer serves as the pretreatment data point and is compared to an image of the
exact same region after the treatment has been
conducted.
It should be noted here that this combination of a
qualitative and quantitative approach will not be able to
pick up qualitative-only effects (i.e. chemical alterations
not leading to effects on the quantitative particle properties), that do not occur in all particles of a polymer in a
specific treatment, but rather only a hypothetical minority with certain characteristics. By the nature of the particles used herein - all being produced in the same
manner from pristine raw materials - such deviant behaviours are not assumed to be occurring relevant numbers. It would be, however, a question worth
investigating for future studies aiming at particle stability
during treatments with a more detailed focus on exact
particle properties, such as very narrow size and shape
ranges, or specific surface properties.

Methods
Preparation of polymer test materials

For the group of commodity plastics pre-production
polymer pellets were cryo-milled and sieved to yield particles of the targeted size range. The raw materials of
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each polymer type (see Table 1), were individually submitted to cryogenic ball milling (Retsch CryoMill, 50 ml
grinding jar, 25 mm ball, 5–6 g raw material, precooling: 10 min at 5 Hz, 6 grinding cycles consisting of 2
min milling at 35 Hz and 2 min cooling at 5 Hz). The
fraction that was used in the following procedures consisted of particles that passed a 71 μm, but were retained
on a 10 μm stainless steel analytical sieve (Topas
GmbH). The group of paint resin polymers was obtained
from commercial consumer or industrial products of
common outdoor appliances or maritime paints, which
were tempered as recommended by the manufacturers
and squeegeed in customary manner. Films were left to
cure and later ground and sieved as described above by
cryo-milling.
Treatment specifications

The specifications were adapted from the original protocol references and are detailed in Table 2. All treatment
solutions were filtrated at 1.5 μm prior to application
(vacuum filtration in glass bottles, Whatman 943-AH
glass filter membranes) and 3–5 ml of the respective reagent were added to ensure that all MP particles were
wetted.
In contrast to all other treatments, the H2O2 treatments were not consistent between the qualitative and
the quantitative analyses. Qualitatively we tested Fenton’s catalysed H2O2 digestions (cooled and uncooled),
as well as a non-catalysed 2 weeks long exposure. The
quantitative approach did not include Fenton’s catalysed
reactions. The strongly exothermic progression of Fenton’s reactions were regarded as a practically not feasible
application for the particle immobilisations: strong heat
and foam formation would hinder an equal exposure of
all particles on a wafer. Also the 2 weeks long exposure

Table 2 Short specifications and protocol references to the tested treatments
Treatment name

Specifications

Protocol
Reference

Water (negative control)

ultra-purified water, 24 h, RT

–

H2O2 Fenton’s (Fe)
uncooled a

30% H2O2 + catalyst (6.67 mg ml− 1 of Fe(II)SO4, pH 4), ca. 10 min, max. 85 °C (measured after 5 min)

[2]

H2O2 Fenton’s (Fe) cooled

30% H2O2 + catalyst (6.67 mg ml− 1 of Fe(II)SO4, pH 4), 24 h, 20–30 °C (on ice, measured after 5 min)

[2]

H2O2 LT a

30% H2O2, non-catalysed, 14 days, RT

[31]

H2O2 b

30% H2O2, non-catalysed, 24 h, RT

[31]

KOH + NaClO

per 1 L: 700 ml H2O, 150 ml NaClO 14% active chlorine and 150 ml saturated KOH (1120 g L− 1), 5 h,
RT

[1]

Pentane (C5H10)

15 min in an immiscible water - ethanol (pH 3) - pentane mixture (5:1:1), shaken 3 times, 30–35 °C

[31]

SPT

Sodium polytungstate solution 1800 kg m− 3, acidified with HCl (pH 3), 24 h, RT

[31]

one wafer with PA6, only for image processing algorithm calibration: 10% HCl, 20 min, RT, to fully
dissolve MP

–

a

HCl (positive control)

b

RT room temperature, LT Long term
a
only in qualitative part, b only in quantitative part
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to non-catalysed H2O2 was replaced by a 24 h period, as
it was uncertain whether the epoxy adhesive layer would
withstand the 2 weeks exposure to a degree necessary to
uphold its function of immobilising the particles. For
many MP sample purifications scenarios this still resembles a typical application duration, i.e. for water samples
[31]. The longer treatment in the qualitative part could
be regarded to cover any effects that would also occur in
the 24 h quantitative measurements, but not necessarily
vice versa. This should be kept in mind when drawing
detailed conclusions from the here presented data on
the specific treatment protocols.
Qualitative analysis
Preparation and spectra acquisition

Prior to treatment, FTIR and Raman spectra were obtained on the milled test-MP particles as a spectroscopic
reference. Approximately 5 mg of each of these particles
were submitted to the respective treatments (Table 2).
After the treatment procedure was completed, the particles were retained in a wet filtration on a vacuum filtration device with a stainless steel sieve of 10 μm nominal
pore size (Spörl KG). On the filter, the particles were
thoroughly rinsed with MP-free H2O (prepared according to Enders et al. [31]) before few particles were manually transferred to a Si wafer as a plane spectroscopic
substrate. Post-treatment spectroscopy was conducted
using ATR-FTIR (PerkinElmer Spotlight 400, spectral
resolution: 4 cm− 1, 32 scans, or Bruker ATR microscope
Hyperion 2000 with 20x ATR objective, coupled to Bruker FTIR spectrometer Vertex 70, spectral resolution: 4
cm− 1, 100 scans) and Raman microscopy (Renishaw,
inVia Qontor, laser: 532 nm, 100 accumulations, 0.5
s per scan, magnification: 50x, laser power: 60 μW - 4
mW). The settings used for each instrument were manually chosen to provide a sufficient spectroscopic data
quality that allowed for the intended analyses and conclusions to be drawn. Which spectra were measured on
which instrument and settings may be inferred from the
deposited spectra data set [34], where the name of the
spectrometer is given for each spectrum measured. For
each treatment and polymer, three different MP particles
were spectroscopically analysed as replicates as a
minimum.
Data analysis

To compare and evaluate the Raman spectra, all replicates of one treatment and a representative spectrum of
the untreated material (reference) were plotted together
using the Renishaw WiRE 5.2 software. Changes, such as
baseline shifts or the occurrence of new peaks were
noted. For spectra with newly emerged peaks, a library
search was conducted using the WITec TrueMatch 5.2
software. We searched the range of 200 to 4000 cm− 1
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after a shape background subtraction was applied (subtract shape size: 200). The hit quality index (HQI) was
then calculated as the Pearson Correlation Coefficient of
the non-derivative spectra. The commercially available
ST Japan Raman libraries for pristine polymer references
were used. For the FTIR spectra, reference and
treatment-specific spectra were plotted in the same way
using either the Perkin Elmer Spectrum software or the
Bruker OPUS (v7.5) software and changes were noted.
Manual spectra evaluation was used to detect any
changes in molecular vibration frequencies and to suggest their origin. For example, the emergence of new IR
bands in the range of 1580–1600 cm− 1 and 1350–1380
cm− 1 indicates generation of a carboxylic acid salt as a
result of polymer oxidation. The FTIR spectroscopic
evaluations included also the calculation of HQIs, which
were performed to assist in the manual spectra evaluation, but were deliberately not used as the sole decision
criterion. Their calculation was conducted in the Bruker
OPUS software using the proprietary Euclideandistance-based HQI algorithm and the following list of
libraries: ATR-LIB-COMPLETE Vol 1–3 (ST Japan),
Hummel Industrial Polymers (Chemical Concepts),
Hummel (Bruker), MERCK (Bruker), Polymer library
(Bruker), General library IR (Bruker) and a custom library of self-measured common polymer types.
To classify changes in the spectroscopic signals, we
assigned each treated polymer to one of four categories
(Table 3). The decision on a category was derived as the
result of the manual spectra evaluation as described
above. Where replicates exhibited different changes in
spectra, the decision was based on what the majority of
replicates indicated. We defined the categories with the
goal to differentiate the spectra into groups of similar
chances for successful spectroscopic polymer recognition. Similar categorisation approaches have been taken
by other MP treatment validation studies [1, 14]. Category “x” was assigned when an evaluation could not be
conducted, because, independent of treatment, no exploitable spectral bands spawned from the respective
polymer with the respective spectroscopic technique.
When identifying environmental MP spectroscopically,
usually semi-automated library searches are used instead
of manual spectra evaluations. For a subset of the polymer types, we reported Raman HQI values of the highest
correct polymer type match and compared deviations
between the reference HQI (untreated polymer) and
HQI of treated replicates with our manual category
assignments.
Quantitative analysis

Based on the qualitative test and previously published
resistance studies, a set of polymers and treatments was
selected for further quantitative analysis. The decision to
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Table 3 Categories used to evaluate the impact of a treatment on the spectroscopic recognisability of the treated polymers.
Exemplary spectra for each category can be found at the given page numbers in the respective data deposits: a
Raman+FTIR_commodityPolymers.pdf, b Raman+FTIR_paintResins.pdf
Category Definition

Consequences

Example
Spectra
Raman

Example
Spectra
FTIR

0

no relevant changes, spectra identical within natural
background noise levels

polymer recognition unhindered

p. 77 in [34]a

p. 156 in
[34]a

1

changes in non-band spectral properties, i.e. baseline slope or
elevation, fluorescence

polymer recognition unhindered,
changes do not mask polymer bands

p. 44 in [34]a

n/a

2

emergence of new bands or individual band intensities
polymer recognition largely unhindered,
increased due to polymer degradation processes (e.g. oxidation) changes do not mask polymer bands

p. 23 in [34]b

p. 11 in
[34]a

3

removal or strong alteration of polymer specific bands

p. 20 in [34]b

n/a

x

no polymer specific spectrum measurable independent of
treatment

not analyse all polymers that were included in the qualitative part was due to the limited analytical capacities.
Of chemically similar polymer types only one representative was used (polyethylenes and polyamides). In the
group of paint resins, we limited the selection to the
acrylate and epoxy based products, of which we got usable results in the qualitative part of the study.
Preparation of particle immobilisations

For the quantitative analysis particles were immobilised on silicon wafers with a thin epoxy resin layer
as an adhesive (see Fig. 2). Rectangular pieces, ca. 1–
2 cm2, 700 μm thick, were cut from the silicon wafer
material and initially cleaned by being immersed and
rotated for at least 10 min in piranha solution (H2SO4
60% and H2O2 30% mixed in a 1:1 ratio just before
the wafers were added). The cleaned wafers were
coated with a layer of epoxy resin (L20 + EPH 161
thinned with acetone, 100:25:25 weighed ratio, Hexion). The resin has a drip time of 90 min. A single
wafer piece was mounted on a spin coater chuck and

polymer recognition is hindered
no evaluation possible

p. 31 in [34]

b

p. 41 in
[34]b

spun at 7500 rpm for approximately 20 s (Polos BL
MCD, APT GmbH, Germany). The film thickness was
determined via z-axis differences for focus on the
wafer surface versus focus on the film surface using
the same instrument and settings as described below
(Image acquisition and reagent application). On eight
random locations the mean thickness was 4.25 μm
with a standard deviation of 1.98. After a short curing
interval of approximately 2 min, the test-MP of one
polymer type were applied to the glue surface by
trickling them through a stainless steel mesh (100 μm
pore size, held approximately 5 cm above the wafer)
with help of a metal spatula. The particles came to
rest on the still adhesive resin layer and the wafer
was left at 40 °C to fully cure overnight. For each
treatment, one wafer per polymer was prepared in
this way. During spin coating and particle application
the wafers were only handled inside a ventilated cabinet and were placed in closed-lid transparent polystyrene boxes for transport and curing, as to prevent
unintended dust particle settling.

Fig. 2 Composition of the microscopic substrate. MP particles imaged in reflected DIC mode appeared bright on dark background, however the
contrast depended on the presence and direction of topographical features in the range of the polarised beam shear. Boundary creeping effects
can lead to deviations or defects in the epoxy layer around particles, which may scatter light and become visual obstacles for image analysis: (a)
sloping due to attraction to particle, (b) pit formation (depressions which become visible when particles would be destroyed). Normal smooth
layer surface (c) typically found in inter-particle space shows no optical interference and provides an evenly dark background. Drawing not
to scale
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Image acquisition and reagent application

Optical microscopic images were acquired with a Zeiss
Axio Imager.Z2m digital microscope on a defined region
of each coated wafer (prior to treatment) after they had
been rinsed with ultra-purified H2O and dried with nitrogen purge gas to remove any loose particles or dust.
Each wafer was then exposed to one of the treatment reagents (see Table 2) and rinsed again with ultra-purified
H2O to remove any residual chemical reagents. A posttreatment image was then obtained from the same area
on the wafer as for the pre-treatment image. All images
were taken using the Zeiss Zen software v2.7, a 20 x objective in reflected light differential interference contrast
(DIC) mode. DIC was chosen as it gave the largest contrast difference between particles and background, when
compared with other techniques (bright field and dark
field). The resulting image signal-to-noise ratio
depended however strongly on the polymer type, limiting the applicability of this technique for some polymers
(i.e. PVC and PMMA, see also section Methodological
caveats for an evaluation of diagnostic limitations). Images were acquired as tiling mosaics with a fixed zero
overlap stitching. It was necessary to postprocess the images manually. For pairs of corresponding pre- and posttreatment images areas of visual artefacts (e.g. air entrainment on wafer borders) were cropped simultaneously (Fig. 3 shows the differences between original and
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processed images). Differing light conditions in the original images were accounted for by histogram adaptation
(conducted equally for pre- and post-image pairs). The
images used for analysis were in 8-bit tiff format with a
pixel resolution of 0.72 μm px− 1.
Image analysis

Particle identification algorithm The analysis routine
for the DIC images was written in python and is available for use and contribution under GNU GPL v3.0 at:
https://github.com/robna/ImmobileParticles_
MatchAndAnalyse, and as a static citable version [35]. A
number of open source python libraries were used, most
notably: Altair [36] which builds on the declarative visualisation grammar Vega-Lite [37], pandas [38, 39], statsmodels [40], OpenCV [41] and SKimage [42]. The
routine consists of a three-step procedure (Table 4).
First, a particle recognition routine identifies particles
on both the pre- and the post-treatment image. Their
coordinates are used to align the images, i.e., to remove
any image tilt and offset. From the aligned images, for
each particle in the pre-treatment image the corresponding particle in the post-treatment image is identified (if
present). This particle matching allows determining and
comparing particle statistics, such as size or brightness,
before and after the treatment on a per-particle basis.

Fig. 3 DIC images were used to document the state of particles. The here shown examples were used as the calibration pair for particle
recognition, where PA6 particles were exposed to HCl, leading to their complete destruction by polymer hydrolysation. What is left after the
treatment are visual marks on the epoxy layer (depressions), where particles sat. For a successful automated image analysis, particles need to be
identified in pre- and post-images, while depressions need to be excluded. a: pre-treatment image with high contrast between bright particles
and dark background. b: post-treatment image with depressions still recognisable as visual marks of weaker brightness. c, d: equivalent to A and
B but after the manual postprocessing step
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Table 4 Steps of the image analysis. More detailed documentation of the applied algorithms is provided along with the source
code https://github.com/robna/ImmobileParticles_MatchAndAnalyse
Initial
particle
detection

• particles get separated from background by thresholding with hysteresis [43]
– a lower threshold is calculated using Otsu’s method [44], which selects full
particle areas
– areas are accepted as particles if > 10% of their pixels also exceed a higher
threshold fixed at 75% maximum brightness

Finding
corresponding
particles

• image registration: pre- and post-images get aligned
– particles found in pre- image are matched to equivalent particles in postimage if present

Obtaining particle
properties

• matched particles get measured on pre- / post-images
• measurements are used to compute change rates of properties

Using a positive control for calibration of particle
detection The task of the automated image analysis is
to discriminate particles from background and match
corresponding particles in pre- and post-treatment images. In case a treatment would have destroyed particles,
marks in the resin layer are expected to remain visible in
the post-treatment image (e.g. a depression where the
particle was sitting) and could potentially be falsely classified as a particle. Hence, the detection method has to
be capable of distinguishing depressions from actual particles as well. For this purpose, as a positive control, we
used one additional wafer with PA6 particles. This wafer
was submerged in hydrochloric acid (37%) for 20 min at
room temperature (which was shown to completely dissolve PA6, [14]). Pre- and post-imaging, as well as any
rinsing steps were conducted as described above. The
images that were obtained of this wafer are shown below
(Fig. 3). They also serve as a general example of the type
of image material that the quantitative part of this study
is based on.
The destruction of the particles was confirmed by Raman microscopy (Renishaw, inVia Qontor, laser: 532
nm). Twenty randomly selected depressions in the epoxy
layer were analysed, where no distinct PA6 spectrum
was present in 17 out of 20 cases (85.0%). In places
where PA6 attributed bands could still be detected, a visual microscopic inspection revealed that particle structures were no longer clearly recognisable, indicating that
only residues of the PA material were left. This shows
that the HCl treated PA6 wafer can be regarded as a

suitable positive control where ≥ 85% of particles were
effectively removed and can be used for calibration of
the particle detection algorithm. Translated to a nonembedded particle system (e.g. suspensions) where particles would be exposed to the digestant from all sides,
this is likely to be a complete particle loss.
The calibration of the particle detection algorithm was
conducted on several parameters, most notably the
upper brightness threshold, the tolerated displacement
and particle size limits. For various combinations of
values of these parameters, the resulting particle numbers detected in the pre- and post-treatment images of
the positive control wafer were compared with the goal
of identifying the parameter set that produced the lowest
false positive and false negative errors. Because particles
were intentionally destroyed on this wafer, false positives
are equivalent to features being recognised on the posttreatment image, while false negatives correspond to
particles remaining undetected on the pre-treatment
image, despite being obviously present to a human observer. This optimised parameter set was then used for
the particle detection in all other images and can be
viewed in the source code.
The calibrated image analysis resulted in a particle
count reduction of 85.2% (nmatched/npre = 30/203), which
corresponds to the visually and Raman spectroscopically
determined particle loss of 85%. In the 30 remaining
particles the average area was reduced by 86.3% (Apost,
2
matched/Apre, matched = 320/2332 μm , compare Fig. 6). For
this fraction it remains unclear whether the particles had
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been destroyed incompletely (thus, identified correctly),
or misidentified as false positives, despite having been
removed. This can occur due to the misidentification of
depressions with bright embedded air bubbles or optical
artefacts (e.g. bright halos appearing around depressions,
see also Fig. 3 bottom images), which could not be
avoided. This sets a measurement uncertainty, and if any
of the tested treatments would have caused an equivalent reduction in particles, it should ultimately be interpreted as a complete destruction.
Data analysis

As the number of particles per imaged wafer was not
constant, measured values of counts and particle area
are reported as relative changes. In counts (n) they are
calculated from the number of particles in a pretreatment image which could be matched to a particle
present in the corresponding post-treatment image in
relation to the total pre-treatment particle count. A relative particle loss Lrel. is calculated according to Eq. 1,
ranging from 0.0 (all particles were matched) to 1.0 (all
lost). Particle areas were aggregated as the mean area
 in both, pre- and post-treatment
per matched particle a
images, whereof relative changes Crel. were calculated
(Eq. 2).
Lrel: ðnÞ ¼ 1−
Þ ¼
C rel: ða

nm
npre

post
a
−1
pre
a

nm= number of particles that could be matched between pre- and post-treatment images. Indices for a
alike.
Statistics Influences of non-treatment factors, such as
varying contrast and image quality as well as available
particle number on a wafer, appeared to have confounding effects on the successful particle recognition and
matching. These factors were formalised as npre being
the total particle count that could be identified on a particular wafer before treatment exposure on the one
hand, and a range of image histogram obtained variables
(Table 5), on the other.
Generalised linear model (GLM) residual analyses
were used to estimate and remove these impact of the
confounding factors. For an application-oriented introduction and references for further reading on GLMs, we
recommend the website of the statistical package statsmodels [45], which was used here for the model calculations. The models followed the form of Eq. 3, with X
being an i × j matrix of the linearly combined independent explanatory variables (predictor terms), y being the
dependent response variable and g(.) some function of
the conditional expectation of the response, that links it
to the linear term of p predictors multiplied with individual coefficients βj.

ð1Þ
g ðE ðy ¼ yi jX ¼ xi ÞÞ ¼

p
X

β j  xij

ð3Þ

j¼0

ð2Þ

Where
npre= number of particles in pre-treatment images.

For particle count losses, the binomial distributions for
particles matched (successes) and lost (failure) were used
as the dependent variable. The model was fitted to the
predictor terms using a logistic link function (as given in

Table 5 Image quality related attributes tested as explanatory confounding factors in the statistical modelling applied to the
quantitative particle data. Lo = lower threshold as calculated by the particle hysteresis detection algorithm. a chosen as suitable for
modelling of influences on particle count loss, b chosen as suitable for modelling of influences on particle area change, c used for
calculation of the background distortion index (BDI)
Name

Description

Mathematical Expression

pre_histBGpeak

pre-treatment image background brightness

grey value at the local histogram maximum between but not
including 0 and Lo

pre_histFGpeak

pre-treatment image foreground brightness

grey value at the local histogram maximum between but not
including Lo and 255

post_
histBGpeak

post-treatment image background brightness

grey value at the local histogram maximum between but not
including 0 and Lo

post_
histFGpeak

post-treatment image foreground brightness

grey value at the local histogram maximum between but not
including Lo and 255

pre_histDelta a

contrast spreading between the image background and
foreground prior to treatment

pre histFGpeak−pre histBGpeak

histBGpeakSum

combined background brightnesses

pre histBGpeak þ post histBGpeak

histBGpeakDist

mismatch between pre- and post-treatment background
brightness

j pre histBGpeak−post histBGpeak j

c

b, c
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Eq. 4, with πi being the probability of a single success,
which is equivalent to the predicted response ^y). For particle areas the absolute mean of area changes of each
wafer was modelled using an identity link of the mean μ
(Eq. 5) assuming a Gamma distribution.
!


^yi;nmatched
πi
g ðπ i Þ ¼ ln
¼ ln
ð4Þ
^yi;nlost
1−π i
g ðμÞ ¼ μ

ð5Þ

The model was optimised by systematically varying the
type and number of employed predictors, whereby the
final set was chosen according to the significance of the
obtained coefficients, the models deviance and general
logic explainability of the ensemble. For both models
(count loss and area change) npre was chosen as one predictor. A second predictor was chosen from the set of
image quality related attributes and is indicated with asterisks in Table 5.
The resulting model setups are shown in pseudoformula notation in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 for the count loss
and area change GLM respectively.
particle counts½successes; failures∼β0 þ β1 npre þ β2 pre histDelta

ð6Þ
area change∼β0 þ β1 npre þ β2 histBGpeakDist

ð7Þ

The predicted response was then taken as the portion
of particle loss caused by the confounders, whereas the
responses standard residuals were regarded as the
remaining unexplained, hence treatment-attributed portion of the effect. Only where the residuals exceeded the
95% prediction interval of the water fitted response, effects were interpreted as significant.
Besides for the GLM models the image quality predictors (Table 5) were also used to calculate a generic index
(background distortion index, BDI, see Eq. 8) providing
a rough estimation of contrast problems due to the
image background brightness level. The index number is
higher for image pairs of worse quality. It was used for
illustration purposes and to determine a limit of which
images are not of acceptable quality and need to be excluded from analysis. The two coefficients α and γ were
empirically found by optimising an ordinary least
squares regression of relative particle losses against BDI.
The calculated BDIs were normalised to range from 0 to
100, in order to be independent of the average image
brightness. A BDI of 0 corresponds to the best and 100
to the worst image quality present.
BDI ¼ α histBGpeakSum þ γ histBGpeakDist
with α = 2, and γ = 9.

ð8Þ

Using negative controls for method uncertainty
estimations As a negative control, one wafer per polymer type was exposed to ultra-purified water (see Table
2). The GLMs were trained using an iteratively
reweighted least squares algorithm [46] on the set of the
negative control samples (see SI (S2) for details).

Results and discussion
Qualitative analysis
Commodity polymers

Overall, none of the post-treatment polymer spectra,
both in FTIR and Raman, showed substantial spectral
band changes that would hinder recognition (Fig. 4,
Commodity polymers). However, minor alterations were
detected in several cases, which are further detailed
below.
Using Raman, increased fluorescence or baseline shifting (category 1 changes) were the most frequently seen
effects, but did not hinder a successful recognition of the
MP’s polymer type. Only for PVC in the H2O2 Fe uncooled treatment clear degradation effects on the polymer basis became visible in multiple measured replicate
spectra. Two peaks around 1124 and 1511 cm− 1 (C = C
double bonds) strongly increased, which are a direct result of the dehydrochlorination reaction due to thermooxidative processes [47]. It is noteworthy that these degradation processes appear to affect individual PVC particles differently, as we see from the varying spectral
characteristics between the replicate measurements (see
also deposited spectroscopic data at https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.4568683 [34]) and also from varying degrees of visual yellowing from white over beige to
yellowish brown across particles.
In 10 out of the 125 Raman measurements multiple
new peaks appeared which could not be attributed to
specific functional group frequencies and were therefore
not regarded as a polymer related change (these cases
are indicated by * in Fig. 4, compare annotated deposited
spectra [34]). These peaks were treatment and polymer
unspecific and most frequently appeared in the water
control. This lead to the suspicion that the water, used
to rinse after the treatment, introduced the impurities.
Switching to ultra-purified water for the remaining tests
(i.e. H2O2 LT, Pentane, SPT) completely prevented these
unknown peaks. They do not carry exploitable information for the question of polymer recognisability and their
emphasis in Fig. 4 merely serves the purpose of clarity
when comparing the here presented results to the original spectra provided in the deposited spectra [34].
In FTIR, the polymer basis was always clearly identifiable. We detected, however, minor polymer degradation
processes in the H2O2 LT treatment. This concerned
ABS, PC, PMMA, PP, PVC, TPU where new bands
could be assigned to carboxylic acids which may have
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Fig. 4 Spectral changes expressed as categories as they were assigned by manually comparing the post-treatment spectra to the pre-treatment
references. Asterisks (*) indicate spectra with newly evolved bands which, however, could be traced back to inorganic impurities originating from
the rising water (not used in category assignment). White tiles indicate data not available (measurements were not taken due to expected
unexploitable spectra, as other measurements of the same polymers indicated)
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resulted from oxidising polymer chain ends. In the
SPT treatment, similar oxidations were observed for
ABS and PVC. The corresponding Raman spectra,
however, did not systematically indicate these
changes. This is plausible as FTIR is sensitive to polar
organic groups, such as C = O and its variations (e.g.
esters, anhydrides, amides, imides), while Raman is
less sensitive to these.
It appears that for FTIR category 2 changes occur rather treatment-specific, whereas for Raman spectra no
treatment-specific impacts were seen. Instead, several
cases of category 1 effects appeared in a rather polymerspecific manner. Although category 1 effects were also
found in the water control of HDPE and TPU, it is noticeably the actual treatments that got assigned to this
category.
As Fig. 5 shows, the HQI of the treated samples lie
in the range of the untreated reference for most
tested polymer types. For some treatments, the HQI
range of the replicates varied more than for others. In
the case of LDPE, the HQI distribution reflects the
assignment of the categories (compare Fig. 4). That
is, the KOH + NaClO treatment introduced category 1
changes, while no significant changes occurred in the
other treatments. Only for KOH + NaClO, the HQI
drops to around 90–59 for the different replicate
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spectra. Similarly, the correct material type was found
amongst the first ten hits in the library search, except
two single replicates of a polymer-treatmentcombination. One pentane-treated HDPE was identified as aliphatic fatty acid or alcohol. This is, from
our experience, a frequently occurring problem in
Raman spectroscopy. This and the fact that it only
happened for one in three replicates should not lead
to classifying the pentane treatment as harmful for
this polymer type. The second not correctly identified
spectrum resulted from a KOH + NaClO-treated PET
replicate. Here, the occurrence of the inorganic
contaminant calcium carbonate led to extra bands
that prevented a semi-automated polymer identification. Overall, this confirms the assumption that none
of the treatments induced changes that prevented the
identification by a manually supervised spectral library
search, as it is common in microplastics research.
The result of a HQI based polymer attribution
depends, however, on the available references, the
applied algorithm and search parameters. It is not
generalisable between studies and laboratories and
therefore not used as a systematic evaluation criterion
here.
In summary, our qualitative results indicate that,
regarding the spectroscopic recognisability of MP

Fig. 5 Raman Hit quality indices (HQI) were measured on a subset of polymers for all treatments against a commercial library (ST Japan). Red
lines (Reference) indicate which HQI level was reached using a spectrum of the untreated material of the respective polymer. Boxes show median
HQI and .25 / .75 percentiles of a set of replicate spectra, n≥ 3. The grey box at the bottom provides the assigned qualitative categories for
comparison. Note that categories were assigned in a manual spectral evaluation process and deliberately not based on the HQI values. Apparent
discrepancies are discussed in the text. Both, manual categorisation and achieved HQI values, are resulting in the same predicate regarding
polymer recognisability: the tested treatments do not alter spectra in a way that a successful polymer identification would be hindered
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particles of any of the tested commodity polymers, all of
the tested treatments are safe to apply, when the chosen
analysis technique is either FTIR or Raman spectroscopy. However, effects on the treated polymers spectra,
that were less critical to polymer recognition (i.e. category 1, Table 3), occurred frequently. Raman baseline
shifts can be caused by heating of the sample during
measurement [48]. Fluorescence mainly originates from
sample characteristics, but background conditions such
as ambient lighting, can play a role as well [49]. Both effects are too unspecific to be assigned to a polymer degradation process. Changes in the ATR-FTIR baseline can
occur due to multiple changes in the optical path, e.g.
the contact between the sample and the ATR crystal.
They reflect physical rather than chemical changes, and
again, are not fit to indicate a change in the polymer
composition.
Paint resins

Out of the five paints, in all but one (acrylate) the
polymer resin was not identifiable, already in the pretreatment Raman spectra. In the KOH + NaClO as
well as in the H2O2 Fe cooled treatment acrylate
showed effects of degradation, however, was still recognisable. After the uncooled H2O2 Fe treatment,
however, the polymer related bands were not found
any longer, making an identification impossible. All
other four paint spectra were substantially masked by
fluorescence in both pre- and post-treatment spectra.
In some cases, pigments (inorganic bands) dominated
the spectra. One black (PU) and one grey paint
(alkyd) showed an additional band which is indicative
for black carbon (1343 cm− 1 and 1581 cm− 1, [47]).
But as black carbon can stem from various sources in
environmental samples, without any signal of the
polymer bases the Raman spectra of these paint resins
are unspecific and an identification by an automated
detection procedure is not possible. As a result, no
conclusions can be drawn concerning effects of the
tested treatments on the polymer bases and associated
processes of polymer degradation based on Raman
spectroscopy.
The polymeric binders were clearly detectable for
acrylate and epoxy based paints using FTIR spectroscopy. In these paints none of the treatments lead to a
change in spectral quality, except the H2O2 LT treatment, which introduced carboxylic acid salt signatures
around 1600, 1350 and 789 cm− 1 in acrylic paint, indicating polymer oxidation processes. While for PU
based paint no exploitable spectral properties could
be found in neither pre- nor post-treatment spectra,
the paints based on rosin and alkyd exhibited some
weaker bands that could be attributed to the organic
binder matrix by an experienced spectroscopist,
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however not with sufficient confidence. Hence, we
note that only the epoxy and the acrylic paint can be
regarded as reliably identifiable by their polymer FTIR
bands and are thus useful for evaluating the treatments effects on polymer recognisability. Chemical
treatment-caused spectral changes i.e. bands weakening or disappearing were found in acrylic paint for
H2O2 (Fe + LT) and SPT treatments. This did, however, not hinder the recognition of the polymeric
binder as only inorganic components were affected
indicating mineral depletion (CaCO3). Thus, no
restricting categories were assigned based on this observation (Fig. 4).
Comparing Raman and FTIR spectra of paints, overall
masking was weaker in the FTIR spectra. Where peak
changes were present, they were dominatingly caused by
pigments or other fillers, for both techniques. Only for
acrylic paint the strong thermo-oxidative regime of high
temperature Fenton’s catalysed H2O2 treatment made an
unambiguous spectral recognition impossible in Raman,
however not in FTIR.
In paints based on rosin, polyurethane and alkyd the detection of binder matrix bands was not possible already on
the untreated material (at least not to a degree of certainty
that would allow the identification if the material was unknown). Thus, degradative effects of the treatments cannot be studied with the here applied techniques. Our
conclusions are limited to the observation that in general
a reliable detection of paint flakes of these resins using
spectroscopic identification is not guaranteed. In contrast
to commodity plastics, paint resins are typically composed
of high amounts of non-polymeric constituents and only a
smaller portion of the polymer itself. Accordingly, it is
questionable whether paint resins can be exhaustively and
reliably identified in environmental systems using spectroscopic methods [20, 50]. The chemical bonds of many inorganic and organic pigments and other paint
constituents are strong Raman scatterers, which renders
them well detectable in Raman spectra (also better than
with FTIR). On the downside they frequently mask the
weaker bands of the polymeric binder due to their strong
intensities or additional fluorescence. Large reference libraries containing spectra of large varieties of paint composites preferably from different manufacturers might be
able to detect paint flake MP based on their (pigment
dominated) fingerprint. This approach has also been taken
by other studies [13, 51]. Most pigments are, however, not
solely applied in synthetic polymers but in a large diversity
of technical applications, which is why an indirect identification of MP via those pigments cannot be done in a systematic way. Furthermore, due to the large variety in
different paint compositions, an automatic detection is
limited unless the particular paint product is available in
the spectral library.
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Quantitative analysis
Particle property comparisons

As for the qualitative data, a high level overview on the
quantitative data can be gained from the heat maps that
summarise the relative changes that we could attribute
to the treatments (Fig. 6). Noticeable are elevated values
present in various polymers exposed to the H2O2 treatment. Further, for ABS, PC and epoxy based paint there
are higher values found across treatments.
To enable a deeper insight into the quantitative dataset, we provide an interactive version of the heat map
figures (Fig. 6), augmented with plots of individual particle data showing detailed and aggregated differences
between pre- and post-treatment images. It may also be
used to understand the necessity and effect of the GLM
corrections that were applied to the data. The interactive
figure may be downloaded from: https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.4568524 [52].
Particle counts From the GLM corrected data, it can be
seen that the majority of polymer treatment combinations
did not show any loss significantly different from the negative control. Exceptions are the SPT treated ABS (30%) and
the H2O2 treatments of epoxy based paint and PC (46%
and 25%, respectively). For these three polymers also the
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corresponding water treatments show particle losses higher
than any of the other polymers. This indicates that for images of these polymers not all of the confounding effects
could be removed by the GLM correction, and the actual
treatment caused changes must be lower.
For the H2O2 treated epoxy paint particles we conclude that the relative loss in the GLM corrected data is
indeed indicative of an actual treatment caused effect.
Influences of confounding factors were comparably low
for this image pair (npre = 212, BDI = 0). The modal
value of particle brightness is reduced in the posttreatment image ( pre histFGpeak = 183 and post
histFGpeak = 103 out of maximum of 255, respectively,
see Table 5 for explanations), indicating a possible material erosion, which could not be explained by other
factors. This is further substantiated by looking at individual particles in a pre-post-comparison, where dark indentations or holes become visible, in places where the
particle surface or boundary were priorly intact (Fig. 7).
It is known that certain polyepoxides are susceptible towards peroxides, in fact, this is utilised in certain technical
applications. One study used 24% and 50% H2O2 to superficially degrade epoxy resins and expose embedded fibres
in a fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) [53]. For the recycling
of carbon fibres from FRPs, acetified H2O2 (30%) was

Fig. 6 Relative changes on particle numbers and mean particle area as obtained from the image analysis and subsequent GLM correction.
Changes are shown in percent of the matched values to pre-treatment values. Significant changes that exceed the 95% prediction interval of the
negative controls are marked by an asterisk. White tiles indicate data not being available for different reasons (for details see Methodological
caveats. Uncorrected values and underlying per-particle data can be viewed in the interactive version of this fig [52].
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Fig. 7 Particles of epoxy based paint resin treated with H2O2. Images show the same particles before and after the treatment. The post-treatment
images (bottom row) show dark spots where the particles have allegedly been damaged by the treatment. Scale bar equals 10 μm

deemed effective for an epoxide matrix decomposition in
an overnight treatment [54]. When epoxy resin particles
are targeted within environmental MP studies and peroxide digestion protocols are applied, we recommend for future studies to note that numbers are likely
underrepresenting the actual environmental load for these
polymers. In our data the corrected particle loss exceeded
that of the epoxy water digestion by 35 percentage points.
Hence, it can be assumed, that a reported concentration
of epoxy MP particles in a certain environment are only
covering approximately 65% of the total load present, at
least for particles in the here studied size range.
The effect of H2O2 could also be seen on the epoxy layer
that we used to immobilise the particle on the Si wafers. Increased brightness and haziness of the image background
was apparent especially around the wafer edges, which
made more encroachments by manual image postprocessing necessary in those wafers. Small defects in the layer
were promoted to brighter visual appearances after the
treatment that could lead to false positive detections, while
increased brightness in the near field surrounding of particles, is likely a contributor to the observed particle area
growth that was observed in several H2O2 treated polymers.
These effects on the layer show that with the epoxy resin
used here, we have not yet found the optimal immobilisation adhesive for the purpose of the study. We argue
though, that the effects do not constitute a failure of the
immobilisation technique, as we know from the positive
control wafer (PA6 treated with HCl) the detailed visual
characteristics of spots where particles got removed from
the layer. Such appearances were not what we could typically observe in the images of H2O2 treated wafers, instead,
the image objects at places where particles were expected
generally resembled what particles looked like in the other
treatments (including the negative control water treatment).
This is yet not sufficient evidence to fully exclude that a
loosening of particles may have occurred in some places
due to the layer being affected, but it shows the this was
not predominant process. Hence we conclude: the spin-

coated epoxy layer did resist our H2O2 treatment at least to
a degree that particles could be held in place and measured
after the treatment. It could be further improved by finding
an adhesive composition that does not show any visual nor
integrity-related impacts from any of the tested treatments.
Experiences and advice from our adhesive layer development phase are detailed in the SI (S3).
The wafer of H2O2 treated PC suffered the problem of
having a low total particle number (npre = 26), which
could not be entirely alleviated by the applied GLM correction. The particle brightness was not reduced on this
wafer after the treatment ( pre and post histFGpeak
were at 88 and 89, respectively), suggesting that there
was no treatment caused effect acting on all particles
collectively. Instead the loss was driven by only six particles that could not be matched between the images. The
low npre is thus regarded here as the main reason for the
resulting significant loss.
The loss of particles from the SPT treated ABS wafer
should only with certain reservations be seen as an indicator of particle degradation, as the image quality was
on the brink of our exclusion level (BDI = 26). We interpret the observed losses as partly treatment caused and
discuss this interpretation below (Comparison of qualitative and quantitative results).
Most prominent, but also expected, is the loss of
nearly all particles in the positive control wafer (HCl on
PA6), where 69% of pre-treatment particles could no
longer be confirmed to be present post treatment (85%,
without GLM correction, see also Using a positive control for calibration of particle detection).
Particle areas In contrast to particle counts, changes of
particle area were recorded to differ in negative (area decrease) as well as positive (area increase) direction. The
largest decrease of particle area can be seen in the positive control, however, also the SPT treated ABS was recorded with a significant area reduction of 30%. But as
noted above, one should take this result with caution,
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due to the low image quality of this wafer. Several polymers treated with H2O2 revealed significant area increases post treatment (PP, TPU and PC with a 34%,
60% and 220% average increase, respectively). The extreme increase in particle area of PC was mostly caused
by two outliers where in the pre-treatment image the
particle was only partly detected by the thresholding algorithm. An increase in area or particle volume would
not hinder a MP detection, however, it may lead to a
distorted representation of particle sizes.
For the H2O2 treated epoxy paint particles, where we
described a significant particle loss above, we do not see
a change in area for the remaining matched particles.
The formation of dark holes in particles (Fig. 7) is not
represented in the post-treatment area measurements,
because particles are identified as closed shapes by the
detection algorithm.
Methodological caveats

The here presented technique for quantitative MP treatment evaluation was limited in two ways. Limitations
were caused either by effects of a specific treatment on
the adhering epoxy layer, or, by polymer specific characteristics which impeded a contrast rich DIC imaging.
The KOH + NaClO treatment disrupted the adhesion
between the spin coated layer and the underlying Si
wafer, which lead to a partial or complete detachment of
the epoxy film and wrinkling artefacts on the images in
several cases. The film itself did not seem to be degraded
or otherwise affected as microscopic imaging could confirm that the epoxy matrix and attached MP particles
were visually intact. However, the correct placement for
a post-treatment imaging was disturbed and the layers
were partially outside of the microscope’s focal plane,
which resulted in darker areas that could no longer be
recognised by the particle detection. This affected especially the KOH + NaClO treated wafers of PP and PET,
where such areas needed be mutually excluded from the
pre- and post-treatment images in the manual image
postprocessing. The H2O2 treatment had a different effect on the epoxy layer, however without affecting the
image quality to an extent where the image analysis
would be impeded. The wafers treated with H2O2 were
showing varying degrees of obliqueness in the otherwise
clear epoxy layer, indicating a surface affect or softening
of the layer. The resulting implications are discussed in
the above section.
For PVC, PMMA, PS and, to a lesser degree, ABS the
chosen microscopy mode (reflected DIC) was not able to
generate images that have a good particle to background
contrast. The image postprocessing did increase the particle brightness for the particle detection algorithm but
at the cost of a proportionally gained brightness of the
image background. For reasons unbeknown to us, the
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surface topography of MP particles of these polymers
did not create an optical path length difference that
would allow for contrast rich DIC images. The size
range of the particles of these polymers was not different
than for the other polymers and further investigations
beyond the scope of the study would be necessary to
clarify whether this is indeed due to polymer specific optical characteristics or rather special interactions between the particles and the uncured epoxy layer at the
time of application. Unless a solution is found to create
particles and immobilisations of these four polymers that
yield a sufficient contrast, the more suitable approach
would be applying a different microscopic technique.
Possible candidates are discussed in the SI (S3).
With the current state of the experimental approach,
the polymers of PVC, PS and PMMA, could not be included in the analysis, due to the above-mentioned reasons. PMMA and PVC were excluded due to low image
qualities. Of the ABS wafers only the KOH + NaClO
treated sample had image qualities that resulted in a BDI
exceeding the set cut-off of 27. For PS, however, the BDI
was not able to ascertain that the image quality was unsuitable for an analysis, because the image defects in PS
were slightly different than in PVC and PMMA. While
the latter showed a general and evenly low contrast between particles and background, PS had mostly a stronger contrast but included many optical artefacts (i.e.
bright ring-like halos around particles). It was attempted
in image postprocessing to remove the artefacts manually, however, the PS images could not be improved sufficiently. Images of PVC and PS can be viewed in the
deposited imaging dataset at https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.4568488 [55] as an example of the contrast
problems.
The above discussed caveats currently pose certain
limitations in terms of applicability, explanatory power
and required work effort. The true value, however, is
present here as the possibility of the immobilisation approach to study effects on individual particles simultaneously on large particle numbers in the smaller MP size
ranges. How this compares to other concepts is discussed below in the section Comparison of experimental
concepts. Additionally, in the SI we describe more detailed the lessons learned and attempts to further methodological improvements for interested readers (S3).
Comparison of qualitative and quantitative results

While the quantitative particle data provides insights in
the particle-based alterations of a treatment, it does not
convey whether these can be recorded by the chosen
analysis technique (here Raman and FTIR spectroscopy).
As an example, particles might still be present after a
treatment, but changes on the surface of the particles or
the polymer matrix might render them undetectable.
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The other way round - a polymer type is recognised post
treatment but the quantitative measurements reveal particle losses or area changes - is also a possible scenario.
In fact, the epoxy based paint resin in our data is an example, where we observed a significant particle loss after
a 24 h H2O2 exposure, while FTIR recorded no changes
to the polymer spectrum even after a prolonged 2 weeks’
exposure or the uncooled Fenton’s with its 80 + °C temperatures. The two-tiered approach, providing qualitative and quantitative data on the same polymer
treatment model systems, therefore allows for a higher
certainty on the applicability of the tested treatments.
For a comprehensive evaluation both aspects are of
importance.
A related study also reported qualitative (spectroscopic)
and quantitative (recovery of spiked particles) data [11].
They noted a qualitative change on H2O2 treated PVC
(see also below section for further details: Comparison of
our results to current literature), however could not confirm that the described polymer degradation would manifest in the quantitative measurements.
In our data, SPT treated ABS that was indicating negative changes in particle numbers in the quantitative result, also showed alterations in the spectra of FTIR
(assigned category 2, emergence of new bands or band
intensities altered), and Raman (category 1, baseline
drift). The treatment with SPT resembles a density separation where HCl is used to acidify the solution to pH
3, in order to prevent sodium poly tungstate precipitation [31]. We know that ABS is attacked by acidic digestions [1], however, this was only shown for highly
concentrated and strongly oxidative acids (HNO3 69%
and HClO4 70%), neither of which applies to the here
deployed solution. As it was demonstrated there, the
acidic treatment lead to a bloating and bubbling dissolution of the macroplastic piece that was tested [1]. The
present results indicate an area reduction of those particles that were found again after the treatment. A testable
conjecture beyond the scope of this study, is that a count
and area decrease was detectable – despite working
under a much weaker acidic environment – because of
the small size range of particles that were used here, and
which potentially are more easily damaged by acids.
Comparison of our results to current literature

To our knowledge, polymer chemical resistance tests
in qualitative and quantitative manner have not yet
been performed on such small MP particles. Partly related studies reported recovery rates of > 90% of
spiked particles using fluorescence-labelled microspheres ≤ 30 μm as representatives of small MP for a
novel magnetic separation [12] and in a density separation and digestions [10]. Working with aliquoted
pipetting of bulk particle suspensions, they noted that
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direct comparisons of the same particles’ pre- and
post-treatment counts was infeasible in this size range
[12]. Generally, our overall finding, that, with respect
to spectroscopic recognisability, no considerable
changes to the polymeric bands were caused by the
tested treatments on MP < 70 μm, is in agreement
with other studies which used larger MP particles.
One study tested the same KOH + NaClO protocol on
a similar set of 12 commodity polymers (≥ 5 mm) and
performed Raman spectroscopy on pre- and posttreatment particles, finding no relevant changes on
the polymer matrix [1]. Dehaut et al. [5] applied a
KOH protocol without an additional oxidiser, also
reporting no effect on Raman spectra even at 60 °C in
all 11 polymers that were comparable between their
and our study. Similarly, Hurley et al. [25] found no
significant spectral changes applying a Fenton’s protocol (cooled, < 40 °C) to a set of 8 different commodity
polymers (~ 3 mm) using FTIR.
In our Raman measurements, the only polymer degradative effect was observed in PVC, where the formation
of
C=C
double
bonds
(caused
by
dehydrochlorination) occurred only in the uncooled
H2O2 Fe treatment (> 80 °C, 10 min) as a direct consequence of thermo-oxidative processes on the polymer
matrix (as we also observed in an early study [47]). Likewise, Raman spectra measured by Karami et al. [11] on
PVC particles treated with 50 °C H2O2 were described as
being diminished in the C − Cl stretching band, which
would be indicative of the same dehydrochlorination
process that we observed. But, as mentioned above, PVC
exposed to 60 °C in a KOH based treatment (10%, 24 h)
exhibited no effect on Raman spectra [5], albeit the presence of a hydrolytic and thermo-oxidative pressure. The
difference lies apparently in the stronger oxidising potential of the H2O2, that induces detectable – but noncritical – polymer degradation of PVC. It should be
noted though, that the occurrence of PVC thermooxidative degradation depends on the specific PVC material and its added stabilisers. It is plausible that for
other PVC compositions this effect may be induced
alone by temperature rises above 60 °C.
In general, negative impacts of elevated temperatures
during treatments have also been demonstrated by various
studies. For instance, increased mass loss for PA in H2O2
(among other treatments), was reported for temperatures
between 60 and 70 °C [14] and for > 70 °C [25]. In our
qualitative analysis PA did not show signs of degradation,
however, we cannot infer whether particle losses or area
changes may have resulted from these treatments, as no
treatments involving elevated temperatures were part of
our quantitative analysis. Yet, the non-catalysed H2O2
treatment (room temperature) resulted in no change of
PA6 particle numbers or areas.
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For the pentane treatment [31] we could now demonstrate polymer resistivity among our test series. The
protocol, which involves a weakly acidic digestant (ethanol acidified to pH 3 using acetic acid is added to the
sample before pentane), had no impact on the spectra of
any of the tested polymers, hence also not on the polyamides, known to be susceptible to acidic degradation.
PA6 particles, which we tested quantitatively, suffered
no detectable impact by the pentane treatment in particle numbers or areas. Similarly, the acidic SPT was not
affecting particle numbers or sizes, except for ABS,
where a minor degradative effect could not be excluded,
based on our data.
It was reported that PA6.6 melted when applying
H2O2 at 70 °C and a significant weight and size loss was
measured [25]. In our uncooled catalysed H2O2 treatment (reaching up to 85 °C for the 10 min treatment
duration) PA 6 showed a yellowing effect despite not
showing significant quantifiable losses in size or area.
Potentially, the temperature exposure in our treatment
was not long enough to melt the polymer compared to
their exposure time (12 h).
Studies exist that found degradative effects of alkaline
protocols on PET [5, 14, 25], however also other factors
such as elevated temperatures were involved in some of
these cases. Our qualitative results of the protocol using
KOH + NaClO do not show signs of degradation of PET
in FTIR or Raman spectra; neither do we see a significant particle loss or area change in the quantitative data.
The quantitative are, however, of lower confidence, as
these samples were affected by the KOH + NaClO induced displacement of the epoxy layer, complicating
image analyses.
Comparison of experimental concepts

To our knowledge, working with particles immobilised
by adhesives to obtain quantitative measurements has
not been performed so far. A related approach was developed recently for measuring PS nanoplastic spheres,
where etched cavities in Si wafers were serving as a
nanofabricated grid [56]. Particles placed in suspension
on the cavity array were assembling by capillary forces
and thus temporarily arrested for subsequent material
and size determination using Raman spectroscopy. Alternative approaches to microscopy have been applied to
determine size changes, such as laser sizing [57]. However, when measuring in wet dispersion problems can
arise for polymers with a lower density than water as a
sufficient particle dispersion can be challenging to
achieve. Absolute particle counts cannot be determined
using this technology and problems can arise if posttreatment particle numbers fall below the measurement
limit of the specific laser sizer [57]. Also Coulter counters or flow cytometry, might be suitable techniques for
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these kind of measurements. Usually applied for counting plankton or cells, they allow simultaneous count and
size measurements. A disadvantage, however, is the necessity for a filtration step to purify the particles for a
post-treatment measurement. Finally, direct microscopic
imaging of filtered bulk particle suspensions before and
after a treatment could be a viable approach as well.
However, like all methods using mobile particles entails
the problem, that count data is difficult to obtain for
small-sized MP. Particles can get lost in transfer steps
and effects like breaking apart, aggregation, handling loss
or real treatment-caused degradation are difficult to disentangle. This has been observed by others as well.
Thiele et al. [13] used MP particles < 600 μm (that could
still be manually handled) for spiking and recovery tests
in a treatment evaluation and reported issues with particle loss in transfer steps that needed to be mathematically accounted for. With an immobile particle approach
these problems do not arise.

Conclusion
We identified the need in the scientific community for a
method to evaluate the impact of treatment procedures
on MP particles that are smaller than what can be easily
be handled manually, e.g. using fine-tipped tweezers. Studies which aim at identifying MP in the lower μm sizes rely
on the certainty that the investigated MP particles are not
destroyed by the chosen sample purification protocol.
In summary, we could show that conducting treatment
evaluations with immobilised MP particles in the lower
micrometre sizes is possible and has a range of advantages.
From a theoretical perspective this could be readily adapted
for even smaller MP and nanoplastics. In contrast to mobile
particle approaches, particle properties changing due to a
treatment can be studied here on individual particle level.
For the first time it was possible to demonstrate for MP
as small as 10 μm, that purification methods, which are
already routinely used, do not substantially alter the spectroscopic detectability, nor quantitative properties for many
of the most common polymer types. Our results substantiate the validity of applications that extract particles in this
size range by those methods. It turned out that polymer
resins used as binders in synthetic paints are distinct from
MP derived from commodity plastics. In chemical treatments they were more easily taking damage and their spectroscopic recognisability was severely limited independent
of treatment. A tentative conclusion hereof is that numbers
of paint flakes, found in environmental samples, are likely
to be underestimated compared to other MP species.
We recommend that future studies take up the approach – and lessons learned – for qualitative and quantitative evaluations on immobilised MP, to yield further
certainty of applicability of their respective methodological setups.
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